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The brain is a marvel of biological engineering
that, if understood well, could yield
unprecedented breakthroughs in treatments
for neuropsychological diseases. To further
develop scientists’ knowledge of the brain,
Lincoln Laboratory and MIT campus have
teamed up in several areas of fundamental
brain research. Together, we are pushing
the boundaries of novel imaging and neural
manipulation techniques and codifying our
knowledge with neurocomputational models.
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The human brain is an astoundingly
complex structure that contains tens of
billions of neurons connected through
trillions of synapses. This circuitry is the
result of our genome, development, learning, and experience, and it governs the brain’s functioning. At Lincoln
Laboratory, in collaboration with MIT campus, we are
developing novel approaches to measuring, manipulating, and modeling the brain’s structure and function.
Our ultimate goal is to improve scientists’ understanding
of the brain and to discover advanced methods to detect,
monitor, and treat neurological and neurodevelopmental
conditions, such as depression, dementia, Parkinson’s
disease, and autism spectrum disorders. Our efforts are
threefold: measuring structure through neural-level
image processing, manipulating neural function by using
implantable optical methods, and modeling structure and
function through neurocomputational control circuits.
In our first effort, we are taking advantage of the
recent advances in intact brain imaging developed by
the MIT Chung Lab. These advances make it possible
to collect volumetric images of brain tissue at cellular
resolutions. Together with the MIT Chung Lab, we are
developing robust and scalable automated neuron tracing
algorithms that will provide the building blocks for developing state-of-the-art brain mapping capabilities. These
capabilities will allow us to perform connectivity analysis,
such as tracing specific long fibers, computing fiber
density and orientations in a local region, and identifying
fiber crossings.
In our second effort, we are using a powerful
technique called optogenetics to monitor and control the
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functioning of populations of neurons in vivo. In collaboration with the MIT Synthetic Neurobiology Group, we
are discovering methods of exciting individual neurons
at arbitrary sites in the brain in a controllable, single-cell
manner. This ability would open the possibility of in vivo
analysis of network connectivity at the single-cell level,
even in deep brain tissue that is difficult to access. We are
developing an electrically controlled, micron-scale liquid
lens that provides adjustable focusing and beam steering;
the lens will be used for optogenetic in vivo mapping of
brain activity with single-cell resolution.
In our third effort, we are applying conventional
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to
modeling perception-action control of sensorimotor
activities within the context of neurological disease. With
our collaboration with the Gabrieli Laboratory and the
Senseable Intelligence Group in the MIT McGovern
Institute for Brain Research, we have developed and
continue to develop scientifically grounded models through
fMRI brain imaging to extract neurocomputationally
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inspired biomarkers from speech and potentially other
behavioral measurements. These models could improve
the detection, monitoring, and phenotyping of neurological disease. We aim to transition this technology to the
real world through mobile applications.

Brain Structure and Function
Anatomy
The brain is the body’s most complex organ, governing
motor activity, cognition, and emotion [1]. Figure 1 shows
the brain’s structure, illustrating the many components
that make up its anatomy.
To use a computer analogy, picture the brain as the
central processing unit of the body. Processing in the brain
is neither exclusively digital nor analog [2]. Information
coming into the brain from sensory cues (e.g., speech,
audio, pressure, and pain) stimulates neural activity in
the brain, with decision making being statistical rather
than deterministic [3]. The brain is surrounded by an
aqueous layer of cerebrospinal fluid that functions as
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FIGURE 1. There are three principal sections of the brain: the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brainstem. Thirteen of the cerebrum’s
structural regions are shown along with some of their associated functions, though these regions are highly connected and can
share responsibilities.
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a shock absorber to mitigate trauma when the head is
jarred or struck. The gross anatomy of the brain consists
of three principal sections: the cerebrum, the cerebellum,
and the brainstem. The largest section, occupying about
two-thirds of the brain, is the cerebrum. Anatomically,
it is divided into two lobes (referred to as the left brain
and the right brain) containing the topical cerebral cortex
layer and deeper structures, such as the hypothalamus, the
olfactory bulbs, and the basal ganglia. The highly invaginated adult cerebral cortex has a surface area of about
2.5 square feet [4]. The cerebellum, occupying the rear
section of the brain, is the brain’s integration and coordination center, while the brainstem forms the connection
with the spinal cord. The adult brain has more than 80
billion neurons along with supporting glial cells, which
can be thought of as electrical insulators that prevent
“short circuiting” between different neural pathways.
The left and right sides of the brain can each be
further divided into four sublobes—frontal, parietal,
temporal, and occipital—that play unique roles in
information processing. The frontal lobe is the higher
cognitive center of the brain, responsible for complex
activities, such as problem solving, abstract reasoning,
and moral judgment. The parietal lobe integrates sensory
information such as touch, taste, and temperature and
enables activities like reading and addition. The temporal
lobe’s central role is auditory perception, but it also plays
a significant role in memory. Damage to the right and
left temporal lobes has different manifestations. As
examples, right-lobe damage impacts drawing and music
skills, while left-lobe damage impacts memory and verbal
communication. Finally, the occipital lobe is the brain’s
vision processing center, enabling comprehension of
what the eyes are seeing.

Function and Connectivity
Understanding both anatomical and functional connectivity in the brain is important to all three areas of our
brain research. Anatomical connectivity is defined by
the physical connections between neurons in the brain
and the strength of electrical transmission along these
“wired” pathways. These regions of connectivity, called
synaptic junctions, occur where the threadlike transmission regions of neurons (axons) interface with branchlike
receptors (dendrites) of other neurons in close proximity.
Synaptic strength, which is often used as a benchmark of
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anatomical connectivity, refers to the amount of current
that is passed through a synaptic junction. Interestingly,
the brain is continually rewiring itself, a concept often
referred to as brain plasticity [5]. Anatomical mapping
of the wiring between individual neural paths has shown
that strong, persistent synaptic strength, measured on
the order of minutes, fades because of the formation and
electrical reinforcement of new synaptic junctions, which
take hours to days to form [6].
In contrast to anatomical connectivity, functional
connectivity can be regarded as an abstraction of the
anatomical wiring of the brain. To understand functional
connectivity, we look at regions of brain activity (or
inactivity) rather than mapping signal transmissions
along connected neurons. Techniques such as fMRI are
used to map functional connectivity, imaging temporal
synchronous activity fluctuations across short- and
long-range regions of the brain that can be correlated
with activities such as speaking, exercising, and sleeping
[7]. Functional maps created from tools like fMRI are
largely statistical. They show cross-correlation of activity
at both gross resolutions (between different structural
areas of the brain) and at millimeter scales (in specific
regions like the cerebral cortex).

Large-Scale Brain Research Accelerator for
Interconnected Neurons
Microscopy Background
A major goal of the U.S. government’s Brain Research
through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies
(BRAIN) Initiative is to map the human brain at different
scales with improved speed and accuracy [8]. At the
macroscale, significant progress has been made in identifying long-range connectivity of axon bundles using MRI
and diffusion tensor imaging [9–11]. At the microscale,
electron microscopy (EM) or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can capture fine details in extremely thin
slices of the brain circuitry [12]. Although many semiautomated segmentation techniques have been developed, the processing of EM/SEM images is still limited
in throughput by the machinery required to prepare
the microslices and the effort required to segment and
proof the content of the images [13]. To bridge the gap
between macro- and microscale imaging, light-based
microscopy provides mesoscale brain imaging with
improved throughput [14].
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A recent significant advancement in light
microscopy is the CLARITY method, which was
developed for intact tissue processing [15, 16].
CLARITY (which stands for clear lipid-exchanged
acrylamide-hybridized rigid imaging/immunostaining/
in situ-hybridization-compatible tissue hydrogel)
removes lipids that cause biological samples to be
optically opaque, while preserving molecules of interest,
such as proteins. This approach eliminates the need for
slicing tissues into micrometer-thick sections and, for
example, enables volumetric imaging of an intact mouse
brain at a subcellular resolution. A successive technique,
magnified analysis of proteome, or MAP [17], further
improves the resolution available in intact tissues by
physically expanding the tissue fourfold linearly, thus
achieving super-resolution as fine as 60 nanometers
(nm). This improved resolution enables light microscopy
to reveal subcellular structures, such as synaptic components and intercrossing neuronal fibers in the brain.

Image Processing Approach
Despite the advances in brain imaging at different
scales, dense mapping at the cellular resolution of
individual neurons and neurites has been hampered
by the lack of automated image processing capabilities [18]. Challenges include the large volume of data
(e.g., CLARITY microscopy can generate one terabyte
per hour), the density of intertwined axons and cells,
and the high tracing accuracies required to avoid losing
neural connections.
Existing neuron-tracing methods primarily focus
on tracing single-neuron morphology [19–24], which
typically includes the neural cell body (soma), axon
(fiber), and branches (dendrites). A popular open-source
biomedical image visualization and analysis software
suite is Vaa3D [25, 26], which contains plugins that
range from image filtering to neuron tracing. In our
experience, we have found that Vaa3D’s most recent
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neuron-tracing algorithms, such as Rivulet [27], are
mainly designed for tracing a single neuron structure at
a time, where all detected foreground pixels are considered connected. This process is different from tracing
high-density neuronal fibers, such as those imaged by
CLARITY/MAP, in which even closely spaced long-range
axonal fibers usually are not connected.
Through Lincoln Laboratory’s Large-Scale Brain
Research Accelerator for Interconnected Neurons
project, we are collaborating with the MIT Chung Lab to
develop a new platform to enable large-scale, long-range
fiber-connectivity analysis at resolutions that have not
been explored. This effort is supporting the MIT Chung
Lab’s Integrated 3D Reconstruction of Whole Human
Brains at Subcellular Resolution project, which is working
with the Senseable Intelligence Group’s Distributed
Archives for Neurophysiology Data Integration project,
as part of the BRAIN Initiative Cell Census Network,
to generate and disseminate cellular-level data from
humans and other species.
Initial progress is presented here on a processing
pipeline for automated tracing and connectivity mapping
for high-density volumetric neuronal fibers. This is the
first reported work to automatically trace densely packed,
immunolabeled axonal fibers in CLARITY/MAP data.
To address the unmet gap in large-scale neuron
tracing, we developed the following machine learning–
based, high-performance computing pipeline (Figure 2):
1. A convolutional neural network detects axon fiber
voxels.
2. Morphological operations extract fiber centerlines.
3. Tracking logic connects fiber segments across lowintensity gaps and unresolved fiber crossings.
The pipeline was implemented on a CPU cluster
and tested on a 250-gigabyte volume of SMI-312 densely
labeled axon fibers, imaged from parts of the hippocampus and cortex of a MAP-processed mouse brain.
The pipeline automatically traced 221,298 fibers across
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FIGURE 2. Microscopy data from mouse brain slices imaged by using MAP are taken as input into the pipeline. Voxels, or
clusters of pixels in the image representing brain cells, of axon fibers are segmented, and their centerlines are determined.
The system then identifies gaps and crossings between axon fibers and outputs a 3D graph of the axon fibers.
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gray and white matter in 10 hours. Of the traced fibers,
104 exceeded 1 millimeter (mm), with the longest being
2.16 mm. The reported accuracy of 84 percent was based
on manual evaluation of the 200 longest fibers. An
example of neuron tracings is given in Figure 3.
While there is room to improve accuracy, this
pipeline offers a significantly faster and more efficient
method of tracing neurons than either tracing one neuron
at a time or manual fiber tracing. Our pipeline can be
a powerful tool for identifying and understanding the
subcellular connections in the brain. The sheer number
of automatically traced fibers offers a basis for high-level
analysis to assess large-scale distribution statistics of
long-range fiber connectivity, orientation, length, and
diameter. The pipeline allows for new training data

generated from the validated fiber tracings to be fed
back into the convolutional neural network model for
continuous improvement of system performance. As the
pipeline is scaled up to trace axon connections in larger
regions of the brain, the connectivity patterns can potentially provide insight into the underlying mechanisms
involved with various brain disorders.

Optogenetics to Control Neural Circuitry
Manipulation Background
In the last decade, optogenetics has emerged as a powerful
tool to monitor and control the functioning of neuron
populations in vivo [28]. Optogenetics involves selectively
photoexciting neurons that are genetically modified to
express photosensitive membrane proteins (opsins) [29].
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FIGURE 3. Shown here is an overview
of our dense axon fiber-tracing
results. Axon fibers in a section of a
mouse brain slice, or atlas, (a) are first
imaged by using MAP (b). The pipeline
then automatically traces fibers (c)
in both white and gray matter. Axon
fibers colored gray are longer than
300 micrometers (μm); axon fibers
colored red are the 200 longest fibers,
and blue are the three longest fibers.
A zoomed-in view (d) of one of the
longest fibers shows it traversing
through neighboring axons.
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Upon excitation, these opsins transport ions into or out
of neurons to control their electrical activity. So far, most
optogenetics studies have involved photoexcitation with
limited spatial resolution, relying on orthogonal genetically modified channelrhodopsins. These opsins respond
to different colors of light that are selectively expressed in
different classes of neurons [30]. Two-photon control is
possible but only within the shallow depths (i.e., less than
1 mm) afforded by two-photon penetration into the brain
[31–33]. Thus, it is highly desirable to have a method of
exciting individual neurons at arbitrary sites in the brain
in a controllable and single-cell manner because this
method would open the possibility of in vivo analysis of
network connectivity at the single-cell level, even in deep
brain tissue that is difficult to access.
Our ultimate goal is to develop an implantable
optical probe that has active focusing and steering optics
placed at the end of the probe to enable light delivery
from an external laser to individual neurons. We have
made progress in the first phase of our work, namely
engineering micron-scale liquid lenses with active
electronics to enable both focusing and steering. These
lenses are designed in such a way that, in later phases
of the program, they can be integrated with waveguides
operating in the red and near-infrared spectra,
building from previous work we have done on microfabricated waveguide-mediated optogenetic control
[34]. This integration will enable two-photon optogenetic excitation of individual cells at arbitrary locations
in living mammalian brains.

Fabrication Approach
We employ optofluidics, whereby microlenses with
diameters as small as 50 micrometers (μm) are formed
by shaping the interface between two immiscible liquids
with different refractive indexes. Electrowetting [35]
is used to control the shape of the liquid-liquid interface, thus providing variable focus and beam-steering
functionalities. With electrowetting, the surface energy
of the solid substrate is modified by the application of
a voltage, changing it from hydrophobic to hydrophilic
in prescribed regions via suitably designed electrodes
covered by a hydrophobic film. Previously, Lincoln
Laboratory developed liquid, plano-convex, adjustablefocal-length microlenses with electrode diameters as small
as 200 μm [36]. In our current work, a novel design of the
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FIGURE 4. The liquid microlens design combines both active
focusing and beam steering by controlling the interface
formed between two immiscible liquids (a). The liquid interface
is contained within a 45° conical taper that has a series of
patterned metal electrodes etched along the sidewall. Through
electrowetting, the interface curvature changes as a function
of applied voltage to the electrodes. Variable focusing (b) along
the optical path will occur when the same potential is applied
to all the electrodes. Beam steering (c) will occur when different
potentials are applied to each electrode.

substrate and electrodes has allowed for beam steering
and a significant reduction in the microlens diameter.
A target area for excitation that contains 100,000
neuron cell bodies would require a microlens with an
adjustable focal length of 0.1–1 mm and simultaneous
steering over ± 5 degrees, and capable of delivering light
to a spot size of ~10 μm. To minimize the overall size of
the optic, focusing and steering adjustments are made via
a single optical element. Both functionalities are achieved
by embedding the liquid interface in a conical taper, which
has interdigitated electrodes patterned along the sidewall
and is etched into a fused silica substrate, as shown in
Figure 4. Initial designs used either four independent
electrodes or a single electrode around the conical taper.
For electrowetting to work, one of the liquids needs to
be conductive, typically water, and the other liquid needs
to be insulating, typically a nonpolar solvent like oil. The
positioning of the oil and water forms the microlens and
is controlled by a patterned hydrophobic film over the
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FIGURE 5. The top-down microscope image of the microlens cavity (a) shows the electrode metal deposition and patterning. The
scanning electron microscopy image (b) was taken after the microlens was fabricated (the CYTOP film had not yet been applied).

electrodes and a surrounding hydrophilic surface. Oil
resides inside the taper over the patterned hydrophobic
film. When a voltage is applied, the surface energy
changes from hydrophobic to more hydrophilic, allowing
water to wet over the electrode. This transition changes
the radius of curvature of the liquid interface and thus the
focal length of the microlens.
The fabricated microlenses have a 12-μm-deep,
conical-tapered cavity with a 45-degree sloping sidewall
that was etched into a 750 μm fused silica wafer by
using a gray-scale lithography technique [37]. A special
optical mask designed with subresolution-sized features
created a tapered profile in photoresist. The tapered
pattern was then transferred into the fused silica
through an optimized reaction-ion etching process.
Next, 250 nm of aluminum were deposited and etched to
form the electrodes. Some microlenses had a quadrupole
arrangement. Others had just a single circular electrode,
which allows only for adjusting focus in the microlens.
After the electrodes were patterned, 500 nm of plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) oxide were
deposited, forming the dielectric layer. The final fabrication step was to create the hydrophobic and hydrophilic
regions. We used 80-nm-thick CYTOP (Asahi Glass) as
the hydrophobic film. The film was patterned and etched
in oxygen plasma to form hydrophobic regions inside the
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taper over the electrodes, leaving hydrophilic regions
elsewhere. Figure 5 shows images from the microfabrication process.
To conveniently evaluate the microlens performance, we designed a 10 × 10 mm test chip containing
44 individual microlenses. A completely self-contained
microlens package was developed to enable optical
characterization. To form the microlenses, the chip was
lowered into a beaker containing the conducting liquid
with a thin film of oil on the top. Through self-assembly,
oil remained on the hydrophobic regions surrounded by
the conducting liquid as the chip was lowered into the
beaker. While the chip was submerged, a fused silica cap
was lowered over it, encapsulating the microlenses. The
chip was removed from the beaker, dried, and sealed
with epoxy. The sealed chip was wire bonded in a 40-pin
dual in-line package, which had a through-hole drilled in
the socket region. Finally, the packaged microlens chip
was inserted into a zero-insertion-force board-mounted
connector to allow for optical characterization.

Beamforming for Manipulation
To measure the focal length of the liquid microlenses
as a function of applied voltage, we developed a novel
approach based on beam magnification. The focal length
is determined by the change in beam magnification that
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FIGURE 6. In (a), top-down microscope images show the shape of the
microlens, which has a diameter of 100 μm, at different applied voltages.
The graph in (b) plots the focal length versus voltage for fully packaged,
planar, single-electrode, liquid microlenses. The microlenses were sealed
with deionized water and DC-704 silicone oil.

the microlens imparts on a predetermined beam magnification optical system. The optical diagnostic system
focuses a diagnostic beam through the test microlens
with an ~16 μm spot size and outputs a beam with a size
compatible with a beam-profiling camera. In principle,
if the microlens is aligned precisely in the optical
diagnostic system, then its focal length can be determined directly from the measured beam size. However,
determining the microlens’ focal length is difficult in
practice. Consequently, the microlens was also translated
along the optical axis of the diagnostic system, similar
to a z-scan, with beam size measurements recorded at
multiple positions. These additional measurements
provide sufficient data to relax the alignment tolerance
of the microlens, while improving the sensitivity of the
focal length measurement. Initial characterization was
done by using a helium–neon laser (633 nm wavelength).
The microlens focal length was determined by fitting the

measured beam size as a function of translated distance
to an exact analytical expression.
Figure 6 shows the focal-length-versus-voltage
results from characterizing two fully packaged, planar,
single-electrode, liquid microlenses of different sizes. As
the voltage is increased, each lens becomes more convex as
water wets the electrodes and forces the oil into the center
of the aperture, decreasing the effective focal length.
Through active control of the focal length, the lenses can
be ultimately steered to focus light on individual neurons
at different depths in the brain.

Neurocomputational Modeling
Modeling Background
Neurocomputational modeling is the science of
constructing and using mathematical models of neurobiophysical processes to characterize brain function
[38]. The current standard of care in neuropsychiatry
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has not caught up with the wealth of neuroscientific data
that new imaging and manipulation techniques have
made available. There is a pressing need for a unified,
actionable framework for knowledge that is mined from
state-of-the-art imaging techniques and ubiquitous
data collection technologies, such as smartphones. The
challenges are numerous: data are sparse, multimodal,
and noisy, and the underlying sensorimotor and cognitive processes at work are seemingly impenetrable in their
complexity. Appropriate modeling strategies can address
these challenges and have demonstrated potential on
real-world data.
Modeling can be divided into two stages: model
construction and model use. In model construction, a
mathematical summary of relationships between quantitative data is created. Quantitative data are aggregated
from subjects under study (e.g., people with Alzheimer’s
disease, dementia, traumatic brain injury, autism, depression, or Parkinson’s disease) and can include modalities
such as voice, structural and functional MRI, accelerometer gait data, and known medications. These data are
fused with prior knowledge of neuroanatomical function
based on previous human and animal studies. Often,
a complete prior model does not exist for the data and
disorder under study, so model construction also involves
a knowledge-discovery component. Modelers must
choose between competing possible hypotheses by using
their prior knowledge or tools such as Bayesian information criterion and out-of-sample prediction.
Model use is the leveraging of an individual’s fitted
model to understand and provide treatment for that
individual. Models can be used to predict brain responses
(e.g., dynamic causal modeling), effectiveness when sleep
deprived (e.g., the Sleep, Activity, Fatigue, and Task
Effectiveness [SAFTE] model), treatment response
(e.g., how neural circuits can be advantageously altered
in Parkinson’s disease through deep brain stimulation),
and neurotraumatic damage. Models also are a compact
summary of the subject’s data. Consequently, differences
between individual models can be used for disease severity
assessment and trajectory prediction. The mathematical
constants that parameterize a model, whether those are
time constants of neural processes or strength and prevalence of functional connectivity, are all potential features
for classical machine learning algorithms. Machine
learning algorithms trained on these parameters can then
68
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predict responses potentially better than or complementary to those trained on the raw data.
Neurocomputational modeling seeks a mathematical, mechanistic explanation for behavior through the
use of observations and hypothesized biophysical and
neurological mechanisms. An example of this framework
in action is a unifying paradigm of motor control that can
be illustrated with a specific example of speech production and the neurological disorders of depression and
Parkinson’s disease. Our modeling allows a complementary approach to traditional feature engineering schemes,
with model features reﬂecting internal or latent model
parameters. This approach is a step toward a brain basis
for biomarkers of a disease and thus toward increased
clinical acceptance of behavior-based automatic assessment systems [38].

Imaging as a Modeling Basis
Brain imaging can reveal neurophysiological structures that are relevant for speech, and these structures
act as a starting point for neurocomputational models
of speech production. Speech production results from
the coordinated activity of a distributed set of neuroanatomical regions, as has been determined through
various forms of brain imaging. Figure 7 shows examples
of fMRI images of some primary regions of the speech
network. These regions, determined through speechproduction-task studies [39], include cortical and
subcortical components as well as the cerebellum and
brainstem, and involve feedforward and feedback
mechanisms in prosodic, articulatory, and linguistic
components of speech production.
Specifically, the posterior superior temporal gyrus
and Heschl’s gyrus are part of the auditory cortex and
are crucial for self-monitoring in speech production
feedback. The subcortical basal ganglia (composed in
part by the striatum) and the midline cortical areas
of the supplementary motor area and presupplementary motor area are responsible for initiation and plan
selection and speech sequencing. The motor cortex,
specifically the ventral motor cortex, and parts of the
inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area) control the articulators for the actual production of speech. The cerebellum
further assists in the fine timing control of articulators
needed for well-formed sounds. Prosodic modulation
relies on the core speech network but also recruits part
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FIGURE 7. These functional magnetic resonance images show speech production–related regions of interest in the brain. The
four images in (a) show activity in the cortex. The medial views of the brain at top (a) show the supplementary motor area and
presupplementary motor area used for speech planning and sequencing. At bottom (a), a lateral view of the brain shows bilateral
activation of the motor cortex used for controlling the articulators of speech production and shows the superior temporal gyrus,
part of the auditory cortex, used for self-monitoring speech production. The coronal view (b) of the brain shows Heschl’s gyrus,
which is involved in auditory processing, and the striatum, which with the insula is hypothesized to connect limbic processing
to the speech production system. The coronal view (c) of the posterior brain shows bilateral activation in the cerebellum. The
cerebellum assists in precisely timing motor commands in speech production [42].

of the limbic system (e.g., the amygdala and the insula)
in emotional speech. F.H. Guenther [39], C.J. Price [40],
and S. Pichon et al. [41] provide further details on the
neuroanatomy of speech production.
Some of these speech regions overlap or are
connected with neuroanatomical regions, such as the
amygdala or motor regions, that are associated with
our example conditions of depression and Parkinson’s
disease, respectively. Details of these links are out of the
scope of this article (please see the article “Noninvasive
Biomarkers of Neurobehavioral Performance” on page
28 in this Journal), but essentially these connections
may provide an opportunity for nonspeech processes to
inﬂuence speech production. The hypothesized modulation of the speech network by nonspeech processes and
deficits that can occur in modules of the speech production network provide the guiding motivation for why

speech can be a biomarker of neuropsychological disorders in general and of depression and Parkinson’s disease
in particular.
Although not a focus of this article, Lincoln
Laboratory’s Human Health and Performance Systems
Group is developing mechanism-based modeling
approaches to enhance neurotrauma assessments.
Imaging is also useful as a structural input to establish neurophysiological-based models, as well as for
bioelectric and biomechanical constitutive models of the
various hard and soft tissues and fluids that compose
brain structures. Energetic impulses can deliver direct
traumatic insults to the brain and can be converted to
other forms of damaging input (e.g., electromagnetic
energy to thermomechanical force) [43]. The time- and
temperature-dependent nature of the damaging inputs
and the pathophysiological response within the brain
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require these neurotrauma models to be based not solely
on linear properties [44]. Nonlinear constitutive models
(e.g., viscoelasticity, hyperelasticity, and poroelasticity)
have been used for high-fidelity damage assessments from
photothermal, thermomechanical, and overpressure loads
[45]. Our models can input multiple two-dimensional
MRI scans to create a three-dimensional neurostructural
model with varying nonlinear material properties for
ventricles, glia, white matter, gray matter, eyes, venous
sinus, cerebrospinal fluid, air sinus, muscle, skin, fat, and
tribecular bone (e.g., cranium) [46].

Perception-Action Framework
Brain imaging representations of the type shown in
Figure 7 have motivated neurocomputational models
of motor control [39]. A unifying paradigm of motor
control is the perception-action framework diagrammed
in Figure 8 [47]. We describe a neurophysiological system
through several broad components and relationships. The
first component is the biophysical plant, or motor system,
that is controlled by the controller module, the second
component. The third component is a sensing module
responsible for perception, and the fourth component is
the goal, or plan, responsible for the desired action. While
precise delineation of roles is debatable, we will determine
for this article that the sensory system detects the state of
the plant, and that this current state and the goal—the
desired state of the plant as instructed by higher-level
cognitive control—are both inputs to the controller. We
note that the goal of the system may have a different
parameterization than the plant itself has. For example, in
speech production the goal may be an auditory target, but
the plant configuration that corresponds to such a goal
could be specified as a function of articulator positions.
The controller then implements corrective action by
taking the error between the desired and perceived states
and sends a control signal to the biophysical plant. The
controller closes the loop between perception and action.
Importantly, the perception-action framework has
an “observable biomarker” analog pictured in Figure 9.
Although we cannot generally see the workings of the
system under study, we can observe various biomarkers
that can be used to tune a model of the plant to an approximate match of the real state. Therefore, we use observable
biomarkers to provide system identification on what,
without a modeling framework, would be a black box.
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Action

Controller
Transmits
desired state

Goal

Sends
control signal

Transmits
current state

Plant
Sends
current state

Sensory system

Perception
FIGURE 8. A neurocomputational modeling framework is
based on the perception-action loop, which allows the brain to
seamlessly integrate goals, sensory perceptions, and new motor
commands to control the plant (i.e., the body) [47].

Applying Neurocomputational Modeling to
Assessing Neuropsychological Disorders
In research by Ciccarelli et al., neurocomputational
modeling was implemented with respect to speech motor
control and the neurological conditions of depression
and Parkinson’s disease [42, 48, 49]. Speech is one of
the most complex and demanding motor tasks and draws
upon a significant amount of neural “real estate” in the
brain. Consequently, speech production biomarkers
may be sensitive to neurological disorders. A computational model of speech production that follows the
described perception-action paradigm is the Directions
into Velocities of Articulators (DIVA) model developed
by Guenther et al. [39, 50]. This model describes the
workings of the vocal tract resonances that are responsible for creating the acoustic cues that differentiate
vowel sounds.
Ciccarelli et al. adopted this particular perceptionaction framework to describe the vocal folds that are
responsible for creating fundamental frequency, which
is perceived as pitch [49]. This adoption required leveraging a biophysical model of the vocal folds for the plant,
with the vocal source model characterized by two latent
muscle parameters, the cricothyroid (CT) and thyroarytenoid (TA) muscles of the larynx. The coordination
of the two estimated muscle intensities over time was
then used to characterize a disease, with coordination
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FIGURE 9. The black box neurobiophysical system can
be investigated with a white box neurocomputational
model by estimating model parameters and structure from
observable biomarkers. The model can then be used to derive
neurocomputational features such as muscle intensities and
error signals [49].

represented by multiscale correlation of the CT and TA
time series [49, 53]. Ciccarelli et al. embedded this plant
representation within the perception-action framework
to perform system identification (i.e., the unknown CT
and TA muscle intensities) on individuals with depression
and Parkinson’s disease [49]. The underlying features
estimated in this way were then used as biomarkers to
assess the presence or severity of the underlying disorder.

Results and Discussion
Ciccarelli et al. [49] applied these features to the
depression database of the Audio/Visual Emotion
Challenge [51], a competition that tasks participants
with estimating the level of subjects’ depression by using
audio and visual data. Compared to traditional, nonbiophysically motivated features, the neurocomputational biophysical features provided nearly twice the
explanatory power for depression. Ciccarelli et al. also
applied this technique to predicting the severity of
Parkinson’s disease by using the mPower database [52],
a collection of health-condition data and symptomprogression data from Parkinson’s disease patients. They
found that although the model-based features alone
underperformed more traditional features, fusion of the
two predictors performed better than either alone.
A similar neurocomputational modeling–based
approach was also introduced by Ciccarelli [42] and
Williamson et al. [48] for vocal tract movement. This
approach illustrated the coordination over time of the

vocal tract muscle intensities (responsible for coordinating vocal tract resonances) used to characterize
Parkinson’s disease. Again, fusing the model-based
features with traditional features provided more benefit
than either feature set alone in prediction of severity of
Parkinson’s disease [48].
In summary, we advocate a neurobiophysical model
embedded within a perception-action framework. A
mathematical, mechanistic description of a person can
provide new biomarkers through system identification
and permit experimental manipulations via computer
simulation to potentially provide further insight into
neuropsychological disorders, such as depression,
Parkinson’s disease, traumatic brain injury, Alzheimer’s
disease, and dementia. Such modeling may lead to more
accurate and early detection of a neurological disorder,
phenotyping of the disorder, monitoring of treatment
effects, and predictions of new therapy outcomes.

Synergy Moving Forward
We have described three areas of brain-related research
at Lincoln Laboratory in collaboration with MIT
campus: measuring structure through neural-level
image processing, manipulating neural function by using
implantable optical methods, and modeling structure and
function through neurocomputational control circuits.
Though these three efforts may appear disjointed,
they are potentially strongly synergistic. Accurate neurocomputational models will rely on more highly resolved
connectivity maps obtained through refined neural
tracing, while increased understanding of the function of
feedforward and feedback model pathways will rely on the
manipulation of neural circuits through more advanced
optogenetic-based techniques. We believe this synergy
will lead to an improved neural mechanistic explanation
for behavior and, in particular, improved phenotyping
across and within neurological disorders. 
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